
How to Envision Partner’s Losers 
Board 25 

Dealer:  North 

Vul:  E-W 

♠ Axxx 

 

♠ KQJxx 

♥ AKx ♥ QTxxxx 

♦ Jx ♦ x 

♣ xxxx ♣ A 

 

NORTH EAST SOUTH WEST 

Pass 1 2 3 

Pass 3 4 4 

5 Pass Pass ? 

    

Everyone is well acquainted with the old “6-5, come alive!” adage, but what makes it even better is 

when partner provides a fit!  Many slams are made on hands that have fewer points but fit together 

well, and this hand from the Swiss Sunday is a good example.   

East opens and West shows a limit raise or better in support of .  Even though East has “only” 12 HCP, 

once he finds a fit, his loser count plummets.  However, those pesky opponents are all over our auction, 

and there is the small problem of the missing top two trump honors.  So how does East show his slam 

interest?  The key bid to set up the rest of the visualization for slam is 3.  In accordance with 

partnership agreement, this is a cuebid of 1st or 2nd round control, but more importantly, it shows slam 

interest and is low enough to not jeopardize game if partner can’t cooperate.   

The opponents are in there again, but the cooperative 4 cuebid from West helps in the slam-going 

effort.  Now, when North competes to 5, East can show that he is not concerned about having 2  

losers by passing (this is clearly our hand, so forcing passes are in effect) and/or not many of his values 

are in .  When this comes back to West, careful thought should be given.  Partner opened and made a 

slam try although we know he does not have good trump and he cuebid a King to start this slam 

conversation.  He’s not concerned about .  Should we, therefore, be concerned about  losers?   

The answer is a resounding no – even if we stock partner’s hand with all the Major suit cards missing 

from our own hand, that would not be enough to justify going shopping for slam unless partner also had 

a significant holding in , and so we should bid the slam. 

A well thought-out 6 bid would have earned your team 13 IMPS! 

 


